
O9A: Praising Islam

The Order of Nine Angles [O9A, ONA], under the guidance of the
pseudonymous Anton Long, has over the past twenty years taken a very
different view of Islam and Muslims than the view of many self-described
modern Satanists who parrot the propaganda of and reveal the same
prejudices as the pro-Magian anti-Islam brigade {1}, with the O9A view -
unlike their view - being based on practical experience and on direct,
in-depth, knowledge of Islam and Muslims.

In the O9A text An Introduction to Insight Rôles, dated 119 Year of Fayen,
one of the aeonic Insight Roles is: "Convert to Islam and aid, through words,
or deeds, or both, those undertaking Jihad against Zionism and the NWO."
{2}

Commenting on this, Senholt remarked that it was only after Myatt's
conversion to Islam in 1998 that the ONA mentioned "being a Muslim as a
possible insight role [and as] a viable way forward in the fight against the
system," {3} remarking also that of the five Insight Roles suggested, Myatt
had undertaken at least three of them: (i) the role of conversion to Islam and
aiding Jihad, (ii) joining or forming a covert insurrectionary political
organization "whose avowed aim is to undermine by practical, revolutionary,
means the current Western status quo," and (iii) joining or forming a National
Socialist group or organization, aiding that organization, and especially
aiding and propagating historical revisionism."

It thus seems – if we for the purpose of argument accept the validity of the
equation Myatt=Long – that it was Myatt's experience as a radical Muslim,
aiding and supporting Al-Qa'ida, the Taliban, {4}{5} and Hamas {6}, that led
to the O9A suggesting such a Muslim Insight Role. That is, the suggested
role was based on practical experience with Muslims, and on a detailed study
of Islam, extending over a period of several years.

There is also the fact that Myatt's Reichsfolk organization – founded in the
1990s before his conversion to Islam – always promoted cordial relations
with Muslims, considering it dishonourable to treat them, as individuals and
as Muslims, disrespectfully, with Reichsfolk widely circulating Myatt's texts
promoting co-operation between Muslims and National Socialists, which
texts included Myatt's now well-known article Why National-Socialism Is Not
Racist (dated 111yf) and in which article he quoted Waffen-SS General Leon
Degrelle:

 "German racialism meant re-discovering the creative values of
their own race, re-discovering their culture. It was a search for
excellence, a noble ideal. National Socialist racialism was not
against the other races, it was for its own race. It aimed at
defending and improving its race, and wished that all other races
did the same for themselves.



That was demonstrated when the Waffen SS enlarged its ranks to
include 60,000 Islamic SS. The Waffen SS respected their way of
life, their customs, and their religious beliefs. Each Islamic SS
battalion had an imam, each company had a mullah. It was our
common wish that their qualities found their highest expression.

This was our racialism. I was present when each of my Islamic
comrades received a personal gift from Hitler during the new year.
It was a pendant with a small Koran. Hitler was honoring them with
this small symbolic gift. He was honoring them with what was the
most important aspect of their lives and their history. National
Socialist racialism was loyal to the German race and totally
respected all other races." {7}

That is, in the late 1990's Myatt had gravitated toward the view – held by
both Colin Jordan and John Tyndall – that there was a fundamental difference
between the National Socialism of heroes such as Leon Degrelle, Rudolf
Hess, and Otto Ernst Remer and the pseudo-NS of many modern
self-described 'neo-nazis'. Otto Ernst Remer, for example, had after the end
of the second world war lived in Egypt for several years and helped and
advised Muslims such as President Gamal Abdel Nasser and, later, and again
for several years, both the government of Syria and groups such as the
Algerian National Liberation Front.

Furthermore, following his conversion to Islam, Myatt spent many years
actively trying to bring radical Muslims and National Socialists together to
actively fight what he then believed was their common enemy: 'the system',
aka the 'new world order', aka ZOG.

Another factor in ascertaining the perspective of the O9A regarding Islam
and Muslims is the fundamental O9A principle of opposition to all Magian
abstractions, and which abstractions include the United Nations and the idea
of the modern nation-State, championing instead – as O9A texts make clear
{8} – tribes and clans which they assert can "restore the natural balance that
depends on personal honour and on our natural, human, tribal – communal –
way of living." {9}

Which opposition is part of the aeonic – centuries long – strategy of the O9A
to eventually aid the creation of a new Imperium, which of itself requires the
downfall of the current world order as well as a mythos, a vision of the
future:

"Our vision is Aeonic, Cosmic, and of a new type of individual,
manifesting excellence of controlled and developed character, and
of a new species of human being dwelling among the stars systems
of our Galaxy and of other Galaxies. In contrast, the vision of the
Magian, and of mundanes, is mundane and material and terran and
focussed on preening their ego, indulging themselves, on petty
squabbles and petty power on this small peripheral planet named
Earth."



Which vision brings us back to the heresy of the O9A, one aspect of which (in
our times) is

"in the ONA using, in having used, or being prepared to use,
'extreme political or religious forms' (such as National Socialism or
radical Islam), and in our heretical, amoral, wicked, attitude to
what is described as terrorism. [For] we of the Order of Nine
Angles do not, never have, and never will condemn acts of so-called
terrorism (individual or undertaken by some State)." {10}

Conclusion

What all this amounts to is that the O9A is pragmatic, practical, and
adaptable in pursuit of its strategic, aeonic, aims:

 "What is not important are the details, the means, the tactics, the
minutiae – that is, restricting, causal, forms and causally-limited
abstract aims are not important. What works, works. What does not
work will be abandoned." {11}

In an exceptionally informative and neglected essay, Anton Long wrote
openly about O9A tactics and strategy and mentioned the restoration of the
Khilafah, with his words summing up just why the O9A takes the side of
supporting Muslims as opposed to joining in the Magian manufactured
hysteria against Islam and Muslims:

"One aim of the esoteric (inner) ONA is to aid, support and if
necessary manufacture all the possible causal forms that can be
utilized or manufactured to achieve our goals. This will be done
until one form – utilized, aided or manufactured by us – triumphs,
and thus wins out in the process of evolution (exoterically, achieves
success by survival of the fittest) after which we shall concentrate
our resources on that successful form of ours.

Thus, we are being practical, pragmatic, and sinister: using
whatever means and forms we can to presence the acausal and to
bring-into-being what aids our esoteric aims; and also attacking the
Old Order on many fronts by various means (and various tactics)
until we achieve a practical breakthrough in one or more areas.
This is the strategy, and the tactics, of a practical war – which is
what we are fighting.

A Khilafah is just one such form, one such causal construct which
has the potential to at some future time bring-into-being The
Galactic Imperium; one particular form whose exoteric mythos
already exists, and which form is already being fought for and
supported, on the practical level, by many of those 'not of us' and
by 'a few who are of us'.

Another such form is the emergence of a new supra-tribal form,
deriving from the mythos of Vindex, and in which the sinister tribes



of the ONA form the initial basis, the origin. This form is currently
in the process of being manufactured, and of having acausal
energies generated (by various esoteric means) to aid, sustain and
expand it.

There are some other forms. But what all the esoteric-supported
forms have in common is that they all presence, can presence, or
will presence, an important aspect of the numinous – to wit, the
practical way of the warrior, as manifest, for example by the
Japanese Samurai, the Waffen-SS and, more recently, by the
Taliban, and also by successful and large urban gangs. Indeed, all
these numinous forms – supported by sinister groups such as ours
because they have the potential to achieve our aims – make the
warrior way an essential part of their exoteric and esoteric ethos,
and thus manifest a martial spirit; a spirit, an ethos, where the
individual warrior is seen as the individual ideal and where the
warrior places their duty, their loyalty, their honour, before their
own life, and where combat is seen as necessary and healthy and is
used as a means to achieve goals.

This is why, for instance, none of our esoteric kind could or would
support something as un-numinous as the 'New World Order' led by
Amerika, for this ethos of this new empire is materialistic; the goals
are fundamentally capitalistic and un-evolutionary; and the
individual 'ideal' is the mundane, Homo Hubris – the contented
wage or salary slave. That is, the ethos of this NWO is Magian, not
ours, and can never be made ours." {12}

That is, and in respect of aeonic goals, in judging whatever (causal) forms to
use on the practical level the O9A criterion is that they must "manifest a
martial spirit; a spirit, an ethos, where the individual warrior is seen as the
individual ideal and where the warrior places their duty, their loyalty, their
honour, before their own life, and where combat is seen as necessary and
healthy."

Hence why the O9A heretically support National Socialism and those
Muslims fighting to re-establish the Khilafah, both of which are in opposition
to the established Western order.

J.B.
2016

This is a slightly revised version of an article first published (in two parts) on the 'sinisterpolemics' weblog
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Appendix

Pro-Magian Satanists

It is amusing just how many self-described modern Satanists parrot the
propaganda of – and reveal the same prejudices as – the pro-Magian
anti-Islam brigade, revealing as this does just how little, if at all, they
understand Satanism, just how much they are in thrall to the prevailing
Magian orthodoxy, and thus just how far they are removed from that
self-knowing, that self-honesty, that learning, that evolution of the self, which
Satanism – correctly understood and presenced via a sinister praxis – can be
the genesis of.

For example, what practical – months long or years long – experience do
these self-described modern Satanists have of Islam and the Muslim way of
life? Have they lived among and socialized with Muslims in Muslim lands? Do
they know Arabic and so can read the Koran and the Sunnah in the original
Arabic? Have they spent time – months or more – with Muslim families
resident in the West? Have they ever been to a Mosque or talked with Muslim
scholars?

If not, then they are ignorant about Islam and the Muslims and thus speak
and write not – as a Satanist would from personal practical experience and
knowledge gained from study – but as prejudiced mundanes, as foot-soldiers
and lackeys of the Magian.

This parroting of pro-Magian and anti-Islam propaganda by so many
self-described modern Satanists while amusing is not surprising given that
the so-called satanism of these latter-day self-described Satanists derives
wholly or in part from charlatan and plagiarist Levey The Yahodi whose "Ayn
Rand with trappings" self-described satanism is just one more manifestation
of the materialistic Magian ethos based as that so-called satanism is on the
egoism, the carnality, the self-gratification, of the pleb, and on the 'might is
right' instinct of the rapist and the bully.

Which naturally brings us – at the time of writing [June 2016] – to a certain
male candidate for President of the United States. A candidate that so many
self-described modern Satanists seem to laud and support, again
unsurprisingly since that vulgar misogynist, prejudiced, ignorant, pleb (rich
as he is) is just one more example of Homo Hubris and thus of what the
Magian 'satanism' of Levey The Yahodi represents in real life.

But, when compared to the likes of Leon Degrelle, Otto Ernst Remer,
Obersturmführer Per Sørensen, and so many others, that pleb is just another
symptom of our Magian-infested age.



Per Sørensen


